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U.S. Yield Curve Steepening?
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Strong U.S. Capex

David Raso’s proprietary survey of North

America construction equipment dealers’

sales outlook shows an +11.1% growth. The

survey was compiled over the last two weeks.
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Strong U.S. Trucking

EVRISI truckers survey compiled by Oscar

Sloterbeck’s team increased +0.6 this week to

its highest level since 2005 when real GDP

growth was +4.4% y/y.
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China Stimulus 

Don Straszheim this week outlined these 5 stimulative actions:

1. Two more RRR cuts in 2H of 2018.

2. The budget deficit to be over 3.5% of GDP this year.

3. Individual tax cuts are being contemplated.

4. Import tariffs have been cut for 2000 products.

5. Regulatory restrictions that impose costs on

businesses and consumers have been cut.

(CNBC) -- China plans to slash income taxes. Taxpayers earning $31,000
would see their effective tax rate fall -8 percentage points.

(Economic Times) -- China will cut tariffs on goods from India, South
Korea, Bangladesh, Laos, and Sri Lanka to zero.
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Deals, Deals, Deals

1. Comcast increases offer for Sky to $34b, topping Fox.
2. Broadcom to acquire CA Technologies for $18.9b.
3. Pfizer separates $15b consumer health unit.
4. Apollo in talks to buy Nexstar for $3.8b.
5. Walmart to sell Seiyu supermarket for $3.5b.
6. PT Inalum to buy stake in Freeport for $3.5b.
7. Bangladesh $3b energy deal with GE, Mitsubishi.
8. Cerberus to buy Banco de Saba for $2.3b.
9. Ma'arif for Education & Training weighs sale for $1.5b.
10.Tiger Global takes $1b stake in Softbank.

Stock market participants are focusing on today’s

uncertainties, of which there are many.

In contrast, companies are plowing ahead with deal

after deal, focusing on positive fundamentals and

the longer-run outlook.

Today alone there are these 10 deals totaling $86b:
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U.S. Economy Unlikely 
To Slow Significantly in 2H

The econometric model we have developed to forecast US real

GDP projects +2.9% y/y for 4Q. Since the model doesn’t include

tax cuts, repatriation, deregulation, or increased govt spending, our

best guess is +3.5% real GDP growth. Of course, a trade war is

not included either.

Global Short Rates Y/Y BP Ch, Leading by 4 Qtrs.

Global Short Rates Y/Y BP Ch, Leading by 8 Qtrs.

Oil  4 Qtr. Avg. Y/Y %, Leading by 4 Qtrs.

Consumer Net Worth Y/Y %, Leading by 2 Qtrs.

BAA Spread BP, Leading by 1 Qtr.

Mtg Rate Y/Y BP Ch, Leading by 4 Qtrs.

Fit 1983:1Q - 2018:1Q R-squared = 70%

THE MODEL IS DRIVEN BY:
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U.S. Inflation Moving Up, 
But Not Sharply.

Judging by the core CPI, the core PCE increased +1.93%

y/y in June, which means the real fed funds rate is

essentially zero.

The headline CPI was up +2.8% y/y in June, which means

real AHEs were slightly negative.
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“Aussies Shrug Off Trade War 
To Feel Their Best Since 2013” 

This strength in Australia consumer confidence is similar

to the strength in US consumer confidence, although the

US is more elevated. This Australia survey is for July, ie,

current. And it fits with the building package of stronger

economic data around the world (see next page).
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Global Growth Reaccelerating?

Over the past two weeks,

there has been a package of

stronger data points around

the world, eg, Eurozone IP.

The global Citi surprise index

has hooked back up.
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Trade War Worries Impacting 
Investor Positions

Every week, we survey 31 hedge funds and ask

them how they are invested versus their

benchmarks. This week the survey declined -0.6

to a defensive 50.4. Before the Great Financial

Crisis, this survey often approached 60.0.
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To Be Sure, All Is Not Well.

(WSJ) -- Ford sales plummet in China,
and new tariff hit is yet to come.
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“Global Debt Hits a New 
Record at $247t”

Not only is global debt up to almost

$250t, it’s also 3x global nominal GDP

versus roughly 2.5x nominal GDP

twenty years ago. This could end badly.
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Fed Paper

(Don’t‘ Fear) The Yield Curve
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https://www.federalreserve.gov/econres/notes/feds-notes/dont-fear-the-yield-curve-20180628.htm#
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